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Resumo

Exfoliated

epithelial

cells

re p re s e n t

valuable

Células epiteliais exfoliadas são uma fonte de

source of information on the physiopathological state

informação

o f t h e m u c o s a . H o w e v e r, t h e i n t e r p re t a t i o n o f d a t a

mucosa. Contudo, a interpretação dos dados obtidos

valiosa

s o b re

o

estado

fisiológico

da

obtained from exfoliated cells is complicated by the

de células exfoliadas é complicado pelas condições

conditions of isolation as well as the health of the

de isolamento e da saúde do sujeito. A exfoliação é:

subject. Exfoliation is either: a) a natural loss of body

a) uma perda natural de células implicando um sinal

cells implying a molecular signal related to the turn-

molecular

over

células diferenciadas e à progressiva mobilização de

of

terminally

d i f f e re n t i a t e d

cells

and

to

the

re l a c i o n a d o

ao

turnover

terminal

de

p ro g re s s i v e m o b i l i z a t i o n o f p ro l i f e r a t i v e a s w e l l a s

c é l u l a s p ro l i f e r a t i v a s e d e c é l u l a s t ro n c o o u b ) o

s t e m c e l l s o r b ) t h e re s u l t o f m a n u a l e x f o l i a t i o n b y

re s u l t a d o d e a p l i c a ç ã o d e f a t o re s m e c â n i c o s c o m o

applying

raspagem. Dependendo do método de islolamento,

mechanical

constraints

like

scraping.

Depending on the methodology of isolation, exfoliated

a c re d i t a - s e

epithelial cells are believed to be either in apoptosis

anoikis.

A

que

podem

maior

parte

estar
dos

em

apoptose

estudos

tem

ou

em

utilizado

o r i n a n o ï k i s . M o s t s t u d i e s a re u s i n g m i c ro s c o p i c

exame microscópico para demonstrar a presença de

e x a m i n a t i o n t o d e m o n s t r a t e t h e p re s e n c e o f t y p i c a l

células típicas com medições sobre um número limi-

cells along with measurements on a limited number of

t a d o d e b i o m a rc a d o re s . A p e n a s u n s p o u c o s e s t u d o s

b i o m a r k e r s . O n l y f e w s t u d i e s u s i n g p ro t e o m i c s o r

usando

transcriptomics are available and they open discus-

disponíveis e discutem sobre referenciais de tecidos e

p ro t e ô m i c a

ou

transcriptômica

estão

sion about tissue references and normalization. The

normalização. A principal vantagem de medidas rea-

m a i n a d v a n t a g e o f m e a s u re s re a l i z e d o n e x f o l i a t e d

lizadas em células epiteliais exfoliadas é que elas são

epithelial cells is that they are strictly non-invasive

estritamente não invasivas e abertas à possibilidade

and open the possibility to evaluate maturation of

de avaliar a maturação de tecidos gástricos e intesti-

gastric and intestinal tissues in long-term experi-

nais em experimentos de longo prazo feitos no mesmo

ments performed on the same animal or in transla-

animal ou em pesquisas translacionais com amostras

t i o n a l re s e a rc h o n s a m p l e s re c o v e re d f ro m p re t e r m

obtidas de crianças pré-termo

infants.
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Introduction
Exfoliated or sloughed epithelial cells are naturally

Exfoliation is either a natural process to
preserve tissue architecture or the result of
external mechanical constraints

lost by mammals in their environment. These cells
represent valuable tools for the study of the epithe-

Exfoliation is a loss of cellular material retaining the

lial cell physiology of the mucosa and for predicting

basic cytological features of typical cells (plasma

the

membrane,

outcome

of

nutritional/clinical

intervention

studies. Recovery of exfoliated cells from biological

cytoplasm

and

nucleus).

Exfoliated

epithelial cells can be obtained from a wide range of

fluids is a non-invasive technology which is in high

the mucosae which line body passages and cavities

demand in the field of translational research as well

communicating directly or indirectly with the exte-

as during long-term experiments designed to mini-

rior,

mize the sacrifice of long-lived or precious animals.

urothelial or gastrointestinal epithelia. From a histo-

such

as

mammary

Exfoliated epithelial cells can be used as a surrogate

logical point of view, epithelia are organized into
units

glands,

containing

oral,

bronchial,

for tissue biopsies in predicting changes in gene

functional

expression, DNA methylation, DNA damage, protein

compartments (stem, proliferative, mature or func-

different

cellular

expression and the accumulation of dietary compo-

tional and senescent). These functional units are

nents 1,2 or in studying the expression of the circa-

always

dian clock components. 3 In the past, the recovery of

Epithelia can be divided into simple cylindrical cell

cellular material from blood samples or tissue biop-

monolayers, as in the case of the colon, or pseudo-

at

the

interface

with

the

environment.

sies has been crucial in demonstrating the circadian

stratified layers, as in the case of the urothelium. 12

nature of 180 biological parameters as well as the

At

ultradian or seasonal rhythms of many others, 4-6

supposed to lose different categories of cells by way

thereby sustaining the concept of reactive home-

of

ostasis. 7 However, there are clear clinical histoche-

However,

a

given

time

various

point,

exfoliation

cell

a

epithelium

mechanisms

turn-over

between

mucosal

driven

loss

a

1).

delicate

mical limitations to biopsies or organ explants. The

balance

Proliferation depends on two cellular compartments,

oral mucosa, 8 skin 8,9 or colon 10 cannot be used for

proliferative

long-term nutritional/intervention studies. Moreover

increase tissue regeneration and stem cells, which

capable

and

(Figure

by

detection of clock gene products through biopsies of

cells

cell

is

is

of

proliferation.

rapid

mitosis

to

studies of chrononutrition or chronopharmacology

give rise to all phenotypes by way of assymetric

need to go beyond the relatively simple detection of

mitosis.

molecules coded in the presence or absence of clock

compartment depends on cellular loss at the top of

The

speed

of

mitosis

in

proliferative

components. Investigators would like to be able to

the structure and on tightly regulated cell migration

measure, at least, the difference between morning

along the functional units. 13,14 Cell migration in the

and evening parameters. Preferably, they wish to

small and large bowel of mice shows a strong circa-

measure clock gene expression over at least three

dian rhythm, with cell velocity reaching a peak at 9

consecutive circadian cycles every 1-4 hours. Recent

a.m.

developments in the concept of epithelial home-

which could be controlled by circadian clocks have

ostasis and the role of exfoliation in preserving

been observed in the intestine, such as cell prolifera-

epithelial architecture 11 should be reevaluated to

tion 16,17 or apoptosis. 18 Cell proliferation is also

enable the use of these cells in neonatalogy to inves-

believed to be controlled by clockwork, not only in

tigate

gastrointestinal

maturation.

In

and

a

minimum

at

5

p.m. 15 Other

rhythms

addition,

hepatocytes, 19 but also throughout the rat’s gut. 20

methodological improvements have been achieved

Seasonal proliferation rhythms have been described

in the efficient recovery of exfoliated epithelial cells,

in adult rats by Haus et al., 21 and Gomes et al. 22

thereby allowing circadian clock molecular compo-

Circadian

nents to be recorded in situation where biological

rhythms are clearly relevant to the recovery of exfo-

fluids can be collected regularly enough over time.
This review presents new concepts in the under-

as

well

as

seasonal

cell

proliferation

liated quiescent cells holding specific and functional
biomarkers (Figure 1).

standing of exfoliation and the influence of methodology on the isolation of exfoliated epithelial cell
phenotypes, and, finally, speculates on the stability

Exfoliation and the epithelium homeostasis
Exfoliation

has

been

process

described

ostasis. 3,23,24

pheral circadian clocks.

losing contact with companion cells (such as fibro-

believed

that

epithelial

active

with a special emphasis on the regulation of peri-

is

to

an

biochemical

It

linked

as

of biological information in such cellular material

epithelial

homecells,

blasts) as well as the extracellular matrix, enter
anoikis.25 The detachment of epithelial cells triggers

14
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The flow chart summarizes the cellular status of epithelial cells recovered under mild stress (left panel) and under severe stress (right panel). As shown in the central panel, epithelial cell
functional units are organized into four compartments (stem cells, proliferative, terminally differentiated, and senescent). The isolation of exfoliated cells depends on the techniques
(manual or induced by some stress), the epithelium itself, state of health and species. A major difference in the autophagy/phagocytosis process of senescent cells has been found between
rat or mouse exfoliated colonocytes which are lost in the lumen and human colonocytes which are rarely lost in the lumen but actively recycled by neighboring cells. 26 Quiescent epithelial
cells can be isolated from a variety of body fluids (breast milk, urine, digestive fluids). They are believed to enter rapidly into anoikis after exfoliation. Anoikis is considered to be an
autophagic state promoting epithelial cell survival some time after loss of contact with the extracellular matrix and cell neighbors. 11 Primary cultures can be derived from these cell
populations, indicating that some phenotypes retain clonogenic potential. The molecular components of circadian clocks are detected in these cells as in any other somatic cells and could
provide molecular data on the expression ratios between these proteins, provided sampling procedures are standardized. Further studies are needed to identify any differences in the rate of
exfoliation according to the time of day and the season, as well as to differences in phenotypes. Circadian rhythmicity is known to depend on many individual parameters, such as sex27 and
adolescence, 28 as well as age at birth (full-term or preterm infants; Rivkees, 29). Senescent cells observed on the top of human colonic crypts have been found to be unreliable in studying
clock components.10

Main parameters of exfoliation of epithelial cells.

Figure 1

Exfoliated epithelial cells
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both pro- and anti-apoptotic signals, such as nuclear

inducers of intectine, a protein involved in the exfo-

factor kappa-B, and inhibits the apoptosis protein

liation of apoptotic cells at the top of the villi of the

family members. These anti-apoptotic mechanisms

small

presumably delay the onset of apoptosis and allow

These models that manipulate nutrition in order to

cells

induce exfoliation in the small intestine of mice23 or

to

survive. 33-35 The

balance

between

these

intestine

within

one

hour

after

feeding. 23

signals and the duration of detachment determine the

the gastric mucosa of rats24 indicate that the exfolia-

subsequent fate of these cells. Anti-apoptotic signals

tion mechanism is highly context-dependent but they

presumably delay the onset of anoikis, allowing cells

also suggest that it would be possible to develop in

to survive, provided that they can reestablish extra-

vivo studies of anoikis and autophagy in relation to

cellular matrix contact in time. 11 Loss of extracel-

the functioning of peripheral circadian clocks.

lular matrix contact induces autophagy in normal

Exfoliation by applying mechanical
constraints

epithelial cells and autophagy allows for the survival
of detached cells during both anoikis and lumen
formation in a 3D epithelial cell culture. 36,37 Given

In its simplest form, exfoliation is a loss of cells

these assumptions, exfoliation may be understood as

in

the

a natural process of removal of external cells from

forces, such as brushing or friction. Such forces have

due

to

external

mechanical

the luminal surface of an epithelium. Consequently,

a deep effect on the epithelium architecture but

exfoliation has a physiological role to play in the

rapidly yield high quantities of so-called normal

architecture of the epithelium by allowing the forma-

epithelial

tion of a lumen and presumably providing sufficient

brushing or scraping of the oral epithelium of the

flexibility to preserve the physical integrity of the

cheek or tongue; 42 cervical 43 or rectal swabbings 31 ;

cells.

Manual

exfoliation

involves

the

epithelium and enable it to grow. In three-dimen-

the obtaining of epithelial cells of the respiratory

sional epithelial cell cultures, both autophagy and

tract from sputum and oral mucosal cells by rinsing

apoptosis are observed during lumen formation. 36,37

the mouth or chewing-gum (betel chewers 44 ), the

By losing contact with the original mucosa, exfoli-

obtaining of esophageal cells, 45 of mammary cells

ated epithelial cells activate autophagy as a survival

by way of nipple aspiration, from ductal lavage, 39

mechanism to endure starvation. Starving cells break

breast milk40 or by obtaining bladder urothelial cells

down cytoplasmic material to generate both nutri-

present in urine samples.46,47 Manual exfoliation has

ents and energy. 38 Quiescent exfoliated epithelial

also been proposed as a way of recovering intact,

cells with no signs of apoptosis can be recovered

normal epithelial cells in tissue biopsies carried on

under specific conditions in aspirated gastric fluid 3

the occasion of colon resection. 30,48 This technique

or, by suction, from breast glands 39,40 or extensive

partially

rinsing at the end of routine colonoscopy. 41 Many

advantage of the cell's inherent biology. Epithelial

quiescent exfoliated epithelial cells can be cultured,

cells remain in small clumps or sheets, detached

suggesting

from

that

detachment-induced

autophagy

any

purifies

stromal

the

cell

preparation

elements

that

may

by

taking

have

been

contributes to the viability of these cells. Human

scraped off. 48 This observation also holds true for

mammary epithelial cells die after 24-48 hours after

gastric epithelial cells. 3 The recovery of mechani-

detachment, while certain epithelial cells, in parti-

cally exfoliated cells by gentle swabbing can be used

cular the primary mammary epithelial cells of mice

to obtain typical epithelial cells that are immediately

and

the

perish

available for analysis and may represent a reliable

deta-

alternative to the oral mucosal punch biopsies of

Animal models have been developed to study the

tions in time series studies involving human volun-

within

intestinal
a

few

epithelial

hours

cells

following

of

rats,

substratum

chment.13,37

Bjarnason et al. 8 in the study of clock gene varia-

effect of cycles of nutrient intake on the exfoliation

teers.

of epithelial cells in the digestive lumen. In adult rats

In short, exfoliation is a broad term covering

that have fasted for 24 hours and subsequently fed

many different biological or experimental situations.

for one hour, food intake induces exfoliation of

There is still no proof that the exfoliation of quies-

quiescent parietal cells at the top of the gastric gland

cent cells follows a circadian rhythm. This is pro-

by way of an unidentified exfoliation factor.24 Under

bably because the set of physiological parameters

these

conditions,

region

of

the

stem

gastric

cells

located

glands

are

in

the

believed

neck
to

leading to active exfoliation are difficult to handle

be

and the interpretation of data obtained from manual

actively recruited to repopulate the surface of the

exfoliation is also highly context-sensitive. The next

stomach of the adult rat. By contrast, in adult labora-

section

tory

recover exfoliated cells are of paramount impor-

mice,

fatty

acids

(such

as

palmitate)

are

tance.

16

environment
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will

illustrate

that

the

methods

used

to

Exfoliated epithelial cells

Methods for studying exfoliated cells

cells of human rectal mucosa using minimal invasive
scraping.51

A major difficulty with the use of exfoliated cells is

Magnetic beads and antibodies are known to

finding a device or a method that allows for reliable

recover low numbers of epithelial cells in biological

and easy recovery of cell material. Moreover, for

fluids or to recover highly purified epithelial pheno-

successful chronobiological studies, experimenters

types. Antibodies against human cell surface anti-

need to perform sampling with sufficient regularity

gens, such as AntiHep,3,52 from an original antibody,

over

as described by Moldenhaus et al., 53 or anti-Ber-

time

and

to

take

legal

considerations

into

account.49

Ep4 30,48 from an original antibody, as described by
Sheibani et al., 54 labeled with paramagnetic parti-

Handling of samples and cell isolation

cles, can be used to capture and to purify epithelial

The best strategy is to avoid sample storage by
performing

to perform immunocapture. With samples containing

samples. However, this is highly demanding in terms

sheets of 5 to 30 cells, shieving or Percoll gradients

time

and

isolation

It

is

on

store

are not appropriate, as the precious cellular material

samples at -70°C (for a maximum of six months).

is discarded by the purification process. In addition,

But, the gold standard is to use unfixed snap frozen

microbial contaminations are not easily removed by

exfoliated

manpower.

immediately

cells. However, in our experience, shieving is needed

fresh

of

cell

common

cells. 30 Alternatively,

for

to

isolation

of

such

density

gradient

methods,

as

microbes

are

freshly exfoliated cells subsequent to exposure to

closely associated with cells. Even with the manual

some

exfoliation technique described by Mojica et al. 30 ;

inducers

epithelium,

with

the

cryogenics

corresponding
needs

to

be

original
used. 24

the exfoliated cell populations may contain other cell

Exfoliated cells are recovered by hand from gastric

types, most notably lymphocytes and plasma cells. It

fluid aspirates and the stool of preterm infants hospi-

should be stressed that the problem of cross-conta-

talized in a neonatal intensive care unit. In this case,

mination by other sources of exfoliated epithelial

digestive fluids are not always directly available to

cells, such as the contamination of breast cells from

scientists

milk with the gastric cells of lactating infants or of

and

a

technical

procedure

has

been

designed to avoid delays. First, digestive fluids have

exfoliated cells by instruments, is particularly diffi-

to be kept at room temperature and away from direct

cult

sun light to preserve cell viability, preferably for no

biomarkers of tissue origin which can identify the

more than 20 min. Then samples are stored directly

origin of the cells in a cost-effective manner.

at

-70°C

or

snap

frozen

using

liquid

to

avoid,

pointing

to

a

need

to

develop

nitrogen.

Our current studies demonstrate that a sufficient

Storage at 4°C or at -20°C does not provide good

number of exfoliated cells can be recovered from

results (at -20°C) probably due to the formation of

gastric aspirates in preterm infants to measure the

ice crystal with deleterious effects on the thawing of

expression

cell structures. The one-hour transportation problem

recovery of epithelial cells form stools is very ineffi-

can also be overcome by immersing gastric aspirates

cient. 3 Exfoliated cells are shed in abundance in the

or stool in Dulbecco's growth medium supplemented

stools of adult patients with colorectal cancer. These

of

specific

genes

of

interest

but

the

with D-glucose and L-glutamine, 3 although the loss

cells are non-apoptotic, and markers in exfoliated

of pertinent chronobiological information may be

cells originating from the tumor are used for cancer

considerable under these conditions of conservation.

screening and prevention. 55,56 Exfoliated colono-

Centrifugation is the best method for obtaining

cytes are rare in human adults free of colorectal

pellets of cellular materials from biological fluids

cancer

devoid of large aggregates or mucus, such as urine

removed

as

these
from

cells

are

colonic

believed

epithelium

to
by

be

rapidly

phagocy-

for a urocytogram 47 or by gently swabbing oral

tosis.26,31 (Figure 1) Furthermore, these cells may be

mucosa on inner side of the cheek with a cytobrush

mixed with well-preserved squamous epithelial cells

to study cytogenetic damage. 42 Manual exfoliation

mechanically

of the cells is also accomplished by applying the

surface of the anal canal epithelium during every

sloughed

edge of a glass slide to the exposed surface of the

stool

open mucosa, as with colon resection specimens, and

colonocytes can be usually obtained in this way,

passage.

in

According

abundance

to

from

Loktionov, 31

the

few

gently scraping. 30,50 The viability of cells recovered

whereas squamous cells of the anal canal epithelium

using this exfoliation/enrichment method or other

often dominate the pool of isolated cells. Direct

similar techniques tends to lie between 90 to 100%

observation of colon cells recovered from preterm

according to the Trypan blue exclusion assay. There

infants have not taken this possibility into account 3

is a need for a device that recovers surface exfoliated

and more studies are needed to design a phenotyping
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strategy that enables clear identification of colono-

degrees of degradation depending on postmortem

cytes and squamous cells from the anal canal.

conditions and extraction procedures. 60 In similar

Exfoliated

cells

are

studied

using

fixed

cell

studies, the isolation of total useful RNA in a Real-

immunofluorescent imaging, proteomics or trans-

time

criptomics (microarray technology). The methodo-

Reaction (RT-PCR) has been described for exfoliated

logy for recovering exfoliated cells is difficult to

human colonocytes recovered in exsudates during

standardize
approach

to

and

relies

minimize

heavily

on

a

cytological

misinterpretations

arising

Reverse

Transcription-Polimerase

Chain

routine colonoscopy 41 or from stool. 61 Stool is a
hostile environment for biologically active mole-

from microbial contamination or the presence of

cules, such as messenger RNA, because of the pre-

cells of different origin. Single-cell methods provide

sence

important information on the mean and variance of

enzymes, and pigments. Many protocols have been

of

many

naturally-produced

chemicals,

cell responses, but allow far fewer signals to be

proposed to isolate intact sloughed-off colonocytes

measured than is the case with proteomics or trans-

from

criptomics. 57 Direct measurement using fluorospec-

proposing to limit the processing of samples to less

freshly

removal

authors

normal

diseased tissue (inflammation or cancer) produce

preparing total RNA are based on commercially

distinctive spectra in vivo. Fluorescent profiles are

available kits, in order to reduce the chances of con-

caused

dinucleotide

taminating the preparations with degrading nuclea-

(NADH), tryptophane, tyrosine and may help to

ses. In short, a standard procedure is to extract RNA

outline the physiology of the epithelial cells. Profiles

within a very short period of time after collecting

environment.

to

most

than

adenine

subsequent

with

trometry on live purified cell preparations would be

nicotinamide

min

stools,

provide valuable information, as normal tissue or

by

20

passed

The

from

their

methodologies

for

of normal gastric mucosa have been reported by

samples (stool or tissue), i. e., within 15 minutes.

Silveira et al., 58 although, after sampling, the fluo-

Recovery of intact but rare RNA molecules has been

rescence profiles of tissue biopsies are rapidly lost.

widely facilitated by the use of kits based on the

Furthermore, spectral analysis of freshly isolated

amplification procedure of Phillips and Eberwine. 62

exfoliated epithelial cells remains unreported, pro-

Likewise, detection of clock transcripts has been

bably because of the low numbers of exfoliated cells

reported in exfoliated gastric and colonic cells of

obtained and the sensitivity of the instruments.

preterm infants. 3 Future studies using exfoliated
human cells may be able to employ the strategy used

Microscopic analyses

by Loboda et al. 63 to compare diurnal variation of

Microscopic examinations overcome the pro-

adipose transcriptome in silico, using the publicly-

blems

related

to

the

heterogeneity

inherent

in

available Connectivity Map.

working with clinical material by relating all results
to the single cell. Exfoliated epithelial cells were

Proteins

described more than 50 years ago – as colonocytes59

Comparative proteomic analysis between scra-

or urothelial cells 46,47 - but such descriptions were

pings of the human intestinal epithelium and colon

based

cell

cancer cell lines has revealed that numerous proteins

morphology and were of little use in characterizing

can be used to profile both scrapings and cell lines.64

on

the

microscopic

examination

of

the cellular origin of recovered cell phenotypes. In

Vimentin (P08670) has been strongly associated

addition, dark material, such as fecal samples, may

with

have adverse effects on direct examination, as well

suggesting that this protein can be used to counter

the

differentiation

process

on

2D

gels,

as heavy loads of autofluorescent materials, such as

normalization problems associated with quantifica-

biliary salts. Cell enumeration by microscopic exa-

tion

mination is a tedious and slow process but it makes

unknown origin. Beta-actin (P60709) is also useful

it possible to easily distinguish quiescent from apop-

to include in the normalization matrix, in view of its

of

clock

components

in

epithelial

cells

of

totic cells 3,32,52 and to evaluate not only contamina-

abundance and ubiquity. Of the circadian regulated

tion by yeasts and bacteria, but also the interactions

proteins, alpha-enolase (P06733) was systematically

with gastric cells when using milk supplemented

detected by Lenaerts et al., 64 in scrapings from the

with probiotics.

large intestine. In the case of exfoliated cells from
the cervix, Steinau et al. 43 have found that around

18

Transcripts

80%

Studies to evaluate the Ribonucleic Acid (RNA)

compared to the total cell extract of a single corres-

of

genes

are

expressed

in

exfoliated

cells

quality of postmortem human brain tissue indicate

ponding tissue used as reference. Global proteomics

that ribosomal and messenger RNA have different

has also been used to explore the difference between
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exfoliated

breast

cells. 39

Normalization

remains

tissue structure of the donor. The degradation of

hazardous, as the quantity of cellular material is

biological

often very low and frequently below the present

compounds present in the biological fluids, which

information

depends

on

the

bioactive

levels of detection using 2-D gel electrophoresis. Up

may be heavily loaded with enzymes, such as diges-

to now, global proteomics has been of little use in

tive fluids. The availability of animal models is of

analyzing exfoliated cells, in view of the difficulties

paramount importance in developing in vivo studies

encountered with proper labeling of cell populations

of anoikis and its connection with molecular circa-

that are frequently below 1,000. Such a labeling

dian clocks as a way of evaluating the stability of

technique on 1,000 cells has been described by Sitek

chronobiological molecular information in exfoli-

et al. 65 and involves performing fluorescence dye

ated cells.

saturation labeling in combination with high resolution two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, but the
methodology has not yet been applied to exfoliated

Stability of chronobiological information in
exfoliated epithelial cells

cells. Reddy et al. 66 pooled the livers of six mice to
obtain reliable results regarding the circadian rhythm

The

of

extracted from exfoliated epithelial cells depends on

hepatocyte

proteomes

using

two-dimensional

chronobiological

information

that

can

be

difference gel electrophoresis. Again current animal

the techniques used to isolate cellular material or the

models may help to circumvent the problem of the

manipulation of physiological parameters (Figure 1)

scarcity of reference materials as well as to allow

and on the affinity of interactions of clock molecular

efficient pooling of exfoliated epithelial cells.

components with stable molecules, such as DNA or
the persistence of the physiological effects that they

DNA and associated histones of the regulatory
transcription complex

induce. Cells have to process diverse signals such as

Ways of monitoring exfoliation of host DNA

to maintain a normal physiology. In vivo, cells are

have been designed for genomic studies on the total

believed to use clocks to organize and adapt cellular

temperature, pH, and nutrient concentrations in order

DNA of human breast epithelial cells 40 or using

metabolisms

Real-time PCR of host DNA in human or rat colono-

macromolecular organization (their phenotype) in a

cytes. 26

In

parental

the

field

imprinting

connected,

as

of

epigenetics,

have

clock

found

imprinted

in

and

to

the

be

noisy

molecular

coordinate

environment

three-dimensional

(molecular

signals

criss-crossing within and between cells and irrele-

male

vant chemical messages). This process has been

genome and regulates normal circadian output. 67

formalized by Tan et al. 71 in a genetic model that is

This information may be accessible in the exfoliated

useful for understanding signal processing and the

Magel2

is

been

and

epithelial cell genome.

influence of cellular noise on the reliability and

Histone acetylation has not been explored in

speed of frequency-signal transmission. Exfoliated

exfoliated cells but it constitutes a future field of

epithelial cells in anoikis can be seen as a way of

active investigation. Histone acetylation has been

obtaining chronobiological information dating back

linked to the acquisition of epigenetic profiles during

from the time the cells peeled from the surface of the

normal development or following perinatal denutriti-

functional

tion and can be directly evaluated using the histone

model of Tan et al., 71 relevant biological informacan

unit.

be

According

encoded

in

to

the

the

mathematical

acetyltransferase activity harbored by CLOCK. 68

tion

Methodologies to check all these parameters will be

frequency domains of a signal. Signals encoded in

amplitude

or

the

crucial for broadening the usefulness of exfoliated

the amplitude domain are predominantly based on

epithelial cells in chronobiology as well as in physi-

concentrations of signaling molecules, a parameter

ology. Finally, with a low potential for measuring

difficult to measure in exfoliated cells in anoikis

chronobiological

in

without proper normalization at the single cell level

genotoxic studies, the formation of micronuclei in

in highly purified cell phenotypes. In addition, some

exfoliated cells, which emerge during mitosis of the

highly labile biochemical modifications, such as

basal layers of the epithelium from different organs

phosphorylation, are probably lost during the storage

(like

oral

and

parameters

nasal

cavity,

but

widely

bladder,

used

cervix

and

of biological fluids and in the isolation process or

esophagus), has been used as an end point to detect

can be made irrelevant to the pathophysiology of the

exposure to genotoxins or bioactive food compo-

mucosa due to the turn-over of the signal by the

nents.42,69,70

cellular machinery. However according to Gallego

In short, the problem with the recovery of exfoliated cells is that of relating these cells to the intact

and Virshup,72 the addition of phosphatase inhibitors
to

cell

extracts

can

preserve

period

proteins.
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cell

survive by activating autophagy. Three main physio-

extracts may be achieved using extraction bufffers

Significant

improvements

logical pathways have been described associated

suitable for preserving clock gene products. The

with the regulation of autophagy: AKT (energy-

biological information encoded in the frequency

sensing), EGR-R (growth factor-sensing) and bcl-2

domain of an oscillatory signal can be transmitted as

(stress-related programmed-cell death). According

concatenated

signals

with

in

the

quality

multiple

of

biologically

Gan

et

al., 78

mTOR

downregulation

is

also

observed subsequent to extracellular matrix deta-

sequence

transgenic

chment. Clock components are probably also altered

mammals, oscillations can be measured by recording

within

the

promoter.

In

during this process but there are no data on the rela-

rhythms of light emissions by cells in which the

tion between autophagy and clock regulation.

promoter of some clock gene is linked to a luciferase

By contrast, explants of tissue isolated from

reporter. In humans or non-transgenic mammals,

transgenic rats for the period1 gene provide some

oscillations per se cannot be measured in the absence

chronobiological

of spectrofluorimetric methods applicable on freshly

expression of this gene under the drastic external

recovered living cells but indirect evidence of gene-

conditions of explantation.79 Records of the lumines-

information

about

the

chaotic

circuit activation may be recovered. Long-lasting or

cence emitted in vitro by explants maintained in

resilient information may be accessible either: a) by

classic tissue culture conditions (37°C, 5% CO )

way of the machinery of transcription at the site of

have clearly shown that the chaotic light emissions

fixation on the DNA of the cells or b) using the

from the transgene system continue for 12-14 hours

histone code, as these epigenetic modifications are

and that, thereafter, the rhythms of light emissions

believed to be acquired with a stability related to the

from liver explants are organized according to an

original tissue73 and to the time of day.74

2

oscillatory model reminiscent of period1's in vivo

We may speculate that quiescent cells, such as

oscillations (as described in Stokkan et al. 79 ) The

epithelial gastric cells, retain fully functional clocks

phase of the peak has been recorded during the first

i. e. consistent information with their time at exfolia-

subjective day in culture i. e. between 12 and 36

tion

the

hours, in order to compare explants from rats main-

organism. The induction of gastric cell exfoliation

and

subsequent

cell

survival

outside

tained on ad libitum feeding with rats on restricted

by the nutrient cycle developed in rats by Aoyama et

feeding. To avoid such chaotic evolution with the

al. 24 that we have adapted to lactating rat pups 32

loss of chronobiological information, experimenters

could be used in the future to address questions

use mechanical mucosal punches, which are imme-

regarding the stability of clock information during

diately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. This strategy

anoikis. Exfoliated epithelial cells can be followed

is a reliable but invasive solution for studying clock

by microscopic examination from the initial step of

gene expression in time series. Otherwise, tissue

loss of contact at the mouth of the gastric gland to

biopsies

the recovery of cells in the stomach lumen. In addi-

primary cells or cell lines and record clock func-

tion, the model is clearly relevant to clinical situa-

tioning in exactly the same way as with exfoliated

can

be

explanted

in

culture

to

derive

tions in which patients are equipped with nasogastric

cells. However, cell lines have lost contact with

tubing. However, there may be tissue-specific diffe-

body's network and their clock systems are probably

rences in the molecular composition of the circadian

quickly reorganized to attune to their new in vitro

clock, and clock components that have subtle effects

environment.80,81

on the central clock function may play a more promi-

In short, clock-related information has not yet

nent role in the regulation of peripheral clocks.

been extensively studied in exfoliated cells. Recent

Yagita et al., 75 have used spontaneously immorta-

data on the molecular biology of clock components

lized mouse embryo fibroblasts to explore the main

indicate that central and peripheral clocks differ in

clock components (proteins and mRNA) suggesting

their

that

synchronizers as well as in their output in rodent

peripheral

clocks

in

cultured

cells

may

be

coupling

with

the

different

categories

of

similar in composition and regulation as the central

models 82 as well as in human data. 72 Future studies

clock,

could employ epigenetic tags to delineate the onset

but

all

these

components

are

not

always

present in cells, depending on their tissue origin. The

of acquisition of a stable epigenetic profile as a way

most striking example is the apparent redundancy of

of exploring clock gene regulation in peripheral

the clock in relation to its homolog, npas2, the two

organs.

being largely equivalent molecules with strict structural

differences. 76,77

Exfoliated

epithelial

cells,

after losing contact with the extracellular matrix

20

to

significant signals to gene behind the regulatory
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Perspectives

proportions

of

cells

in

anoikis

can

be

rapidly

achieved by direct examination of nucleus integrity
The development of non-invasive methods is crucial

and relevant cell populations may be purified using

in that it allows for easy sampling of human popula-

antibody

tions for nutritional/clinical intervention studies. The

coupling/decoupling capacity of peripheral clocks

possibility

may be obtained from long-term experiments by

that

subtle

environmental

influences

methods.

Unique

data

on

the

in

combining the recovery of low cell numbers with

epigenetic regulation may be of critical public health

analytical cytology and microarray technologies.

importance

However there is a lack of biomarkers for studying

during

development

in

the

cause

persistent

prevention

of

changes

metabolic

exfoliated

syndrome.73
A

specific

application

would

be

to

develop

epithelial

cells

and

the

role

of

clock

genes, if any, in autophagy. Among many unsolved

studies of exfoliation in order to improve nursing

questions is that of the exact nature of the biological

care in preterm infants and to prevent the onset of

information retained, altered or lost during anoikis.

such a syndrome during adult life. The isolation of

Future studies could focus on the mTOR signaling

exfoliated

infants

pathway, which has been found to be down-regulated

suffering from perinatal denutrition at the onset of

in detached epithelial cells 78 and, in adipocytes, a

the problem or later in adult life may help to deter-

process that is related to diurnal gene expression and

mine whether the histone acetyltransferase activity

metabolic regulation.63

epithelial

cells

from

pups

or

of CLOCK can be used to explore the stability of
epigenetic profile in exfoliated epithelial cells.
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